Staff News

6-7  PhD position interviews

Absences/Trips by Staff of the Department

1-2  Leif Lönnblad attends ECFA meeting in Rome
1-2  Berry Holl attends a Marie-Curie conference
3-6  Berry Holl attends the ESOF conference, Torino
3-21 Daniel Adén attends a Summer School/Workshop in Beijing on Chemistry, dynamics and structure of the Milky Way
5-23 Leif Lönnblad on vacation
17-25 Bo Söderberg attends the 41st International Physics Olympiad, IPhO2010, in Zagreb, Croatia, as a leader for the Swedish contestants
25-3/8 Torbjörn Sjöstrand lectures at the CTEQ-MCnet summer school in Germany
26-30 Leif Lönnblad attends MCnet/CTEQ Summer school in Karlsruhe